Manual for RepeatExplorer Galaxy registration

Following text describes steps during registration to the Galaxy portal running at: https://repeatexplorer-elixir.cerit-sc.cz. Please, take into consideration that after successful registration, it takes approximately 30 minutes to set up all your Galaxy account information – for example, your e-mail services inside Galaxy portal will not be working properly during this time.

Registration can be done by following these steps:

• visit url https://perun.cesnet.cz/elixir2/registrar/%3Fvo=elixir-cz%26group=repeatExplorer%26targetnew=https://repeatexplorer-elixir.cerit-sc.cz

• select account that you will use for registration – eduIDcz identity can be selected (only Czech institutions), ElixirID (use only with caution) and other set of the different identities which are for example Facebook, LinkedIn, Google, MojeID, OrcID and GitHub.

• log in to your selected account and agree when asked to share information with Perun

• if similar user already exists in Perun, you will be asked to prove your identity by logging into this existing account – do this only in case that you want to use this account and it is truly yours (you have to provide correct username and password for this account). If you don’t want to use your already existing account or similar user that Perun found is not you, you can click on the button with “It is not me” text. In case that no similar user in Perun was found, you will not be asked this question and you can skip this point.

• fill application form for Elixir CZ IT services – please fill organization and country fields. If you change already filled e-mail address, you will have to verify your e-mail later.

• fill application form for RepeatExplorer Galaxy – only username and password is required. You will use these value for log in to the Galaxy portal after registration is finished. If you have chosen to use your already existing account during previous steps of registration, you will be no asked to fill your password and username – these fields will be already filled based on your existing account information.

• congratulation, you are successfully registered! By clicking to continue button, you can proceed to Galaxy portal. If you have changed your e-mail address during registration, you will have to verify it, before you can continue – you will receive message to your e-mail with verification link in it.

Following images illustrate registration workflow....
Figure 1: List of identity providers that can be used to register into Galaxy
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Figure 2: Similar user was found! I can choose to log in to one of these existing accounts – I have to provide right username and password for selected account. If none of these accounts are mine, I can click on "Is it not me" button
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Figure 3: Application form for RepeatExplorer Galaxy
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Figure 4: Application form for RepeatExplorer Galaxy

Figure 5: Information that You have been successfully registered – by clicking on Continue button, You can proceed to Galaxy portal